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Abstract: Three years have passed since the Orange masses swelled in the streets
of Kyiv and yet, despite the Orange Revolution’s promises of democratization,
state weakness and governmental fragmentation continue to deter democratic
progress in Ukraine. This article examines the situation in Ukraine today and
argues that political, economic and social developments in the country have
largely confirmed the Project on Democratic Transitions’ hypotheses regarding
the factors that facilitate or hinder post-communist democratic transitions. The
PDT hypothesis concerning anti-democratic diffusion from Russia is particu-
larly relevant to the Ukrainian case – as is the proposition that ineffective
management of ethnic conflicts undermines democratic development.
Drawing upon these and other relevant hypotheses, the essay presents
pragmatic solutions for dealing with obstacles to democratic progress in
Ukraine and underscores the important role Ukraine can play in influencing
democratic development in its fellow post-Soviet states.
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U
kraine is one of the largest countries in Europe—the second in terms
of territory and the fifth measured in population (47 million
people). Neither its size, however, nor substantial resources

(both human and natural), nor even prominent geopolitical location explain
thoroughly its crucial role for the reconstruction of Europe as a whole. The
most important role that Ukraine may, and should, play in Europe’s future
development is its unique position to influence, by the way of diffusion, all
the other post-Soviet states, particularly Russia and Belarus. These two
countries feel a much higher cultural affinity with Ukraine than with any
postcommunist nation of East Central Europe or the Baltic states. For the
Slavic post-Soviet states, Ukraine’s successful democratization and wester-
nization might be as exemplary and appealing as Turkey’s westernization
and integration into the EU for the whole Muslim world. Ukraine’s Europea-
nization may influence Russia especially profoundly—by causing Russians
to reconsider their own identity, to give up the imperial one, and to evolve
into a ‘‘normal’’ national identity.

Ukraine’s post-1991 development largely fits the pattern of political
development of the other post-Soviet states—as opposed to the democratic
transition model in East Central Europe and the Baltics. In the annual
Freedom House ratings, the post-Soviet states have fluctuated between
‘‘semi-consolidated’’ democracies (scores of 3-4) and ‘‘semi-consolidated’’
authoritarian regimes (scores of 5-6), backsliding typically in the
authoritarian direction. Ukraine, however, has always been one of the least
authoritarian in this group, coded as a ‘‘hybrid regime’’ or a ‘‘transional
government,’’ with scores of 4-5 (4.21 in 2006). President Leonid Kuchma’s
attempt to strengthen his authoritarian rule in 1999-2003 provoked a growth
of civic resistance and mass political mobilization that ultimately resulted in
2004 in a popular uprising called the ‘‘Orange Revolution.’’ However,
the revolution raised much higher expectations than it could deliver.
Subsequent developments have largely confirmed Lucan Way’s warning
in 2002: The same state weakness and governmental fragmentation that
enabled pluralism under Kuchma, came now to hinder any effective
governance and to subvert democratic consolidation. The two-year tenure
of President Yuschchenko displayed the well-known political syndrome
called ‘‘feckless pluralism’’:

Countries whose political life is marked by feckless pluralism tend to have significant

amounts of political freedom, regular elections, and alternation of power between

genuinely different political groupings. Despite these positive features, however,

democracy remains shallow and troubled. . .Political elites from all the major parties or

groupings are widely perceived as corrupt, self-interested, and ineffective. The

alternation of power seems only to trade the country’s problems back and forth from

one hapless side to the other. . .The public is seriously disaffected from politics,

and while it may still cling to a belief in the ideal of democracy, it is extremely

unhappy about the political life of the country. . .And the state remains persistently
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weak. . .Social and political reforms are similarly tenuous, and successive govern-

ments are unable to make headway on most of the major problems facing the

country. . .1

However, the Ukrainian case is a typical parable of the glass that can be
deemed either half-full or half-empty. Even though Ukrainian democracy is
shallow and poorly institutionalized, still some observers praise its post-
revolutionary achievements. Overall, the signals are mixed and controversial.
In fact, due to the Orange Revolution, Ukraine came back to the evolutionary
development interrupted in 1999 by President Kuchma. The country’s future
development now depends on a great many factors, which are examined
in this article. In particular, attention is paid to the experience of other
postcommunist states and the applicability of these lessons to the Ukrainian
case and specifically to Ukrainian peculiarities which require readjustment or
reconsideration of external experience.

Political Institutions

Executive vs. legislative power. So far, the Ukrainian case only partly
confirms the Project on Democratic Transitions (PDT) hypothesis that
‘‘a legislature with real powers is a key factor favoring the success of demo-
cratic transitions.’’ It is true that a relatively strong and influential parliament
had largely precluded Ukraine from backsliding into full authoritarianism and
had inhibited Kuchma’s super-presidentialism during his second term in office.
Yet, in the post-Kuchma Ukraine, the strong legislature dominated by the
anti-reform forces hampers the democratic transition rather than promotes it.

In 2006, as the earlier constitutional changes came into force (part of
the 2004 compromise between Orange leaders and Kuchma’s regime),
Ukraine became a parliamentary-presidential republic, and the balance of
power shifted from the president’s office to the cabinet of ministers installed by
parliament. While the president still has substantial prerogatives (primarily the
right to veto, as well as the right to dissolve parliament in some clearly
specified cases), he has barely any chances to assert an authoritarian rule.
At the same time, he has enough authority to prevent the prime minister’s
office from the concentration and authoritarian misuse of power.

The present balance of power, however, is far from ideal. First,
because the 2004 constitutional amendments were made as a rushed package
deal amidst revolutionary fever, there are numerous technical flaws, incoher-
encies, and contradictions within and between the laws. This, in turn, feeds the
permanent rivalry between the president and prime minister, resulting in a war
of decrees and court appeals that undermines the state authority in people’s
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eyes, as well the very notion of democracy. Second, in the absence of a strong
judiciary and independent courts, the quarrels between the highest state
offices remain unsettled, and the democracy-cum-anarchy remains unbound.
The president-versus-prime minister contest may eventually be settled,
as is usual in Ukraine, by political bargaining and compromises, as well as
by decisions of the Constitutional Court and the gradual fixing of flawed
legislation by the parliament. To speed up the process and to make the
ultimate outcome more effective and durable, international assistance
(and pressure) would be desirable. Foreigners certainly cannot interfere in
squabbles between Ukrainian officials and institutions, but they can provide
expertise and exert influence on law-making through the existing institutions
and mechanisms of international cooperation. In particular, these could be the
Council of Europe (and Venetian Commission) and the EU-Ukraine Action
Plan (within the European Neighborhood Policy, or ENP), which envisages
approximation of Ukrainian laws to EU standards.

Parties and electoral systems. The Ukrainian party system stems from
the late perestroika period, when in May 1991 the Soviet parliament officially
abolished the monopoly of the Communist Party to rule the country. Yet, even
though more than a hundred political parties were registered by the Ministry of
Justice throughout the 1990s, the party system remained embryonic. The
parties were not assigned, until recently, any constitutional role in making
the governing coalition; therefore, any party affiliation was not much more
meaningful, in practical terms, than membership in a sport club, or charity, or
religious organization. The parties’ status and role have been persistently and
deliberately undermined for more than a decade and a half. The main reason
for this was the unwillingness of the ruling post-Soviet nomenklatura, includ-
ing the president, to affiliate themselves clearly with any political party and/or
ideology and therefore to take a collective responsibility for the pursued
politics. Instead, they preferred political anonymity – a sort of old-boys
network that made up a rather informal ‘‘party of power,’’ pursuing common
political and economic interests through patronage and reciprocation.

Still, there have always been strong supporters of the proportional
representation system in Ukraine, primarily the leftists (socialists and
communists) and the center-right (liberal nationalists and democrats from
Rukh). Both of these represented mass movements rather than political parties
in the strict sense, and both of them enjoyed substantial mass support. They
believed they would become the main beneficiaries of the proportional
system. Moreover, they expected the proportional system would restrain
the authorities’ zeal and skill at political manipulation. President Kuchma,
however, vetoed a few versions of the electoral law, which were passed jointly
by the leftists and the rightists, arguing that political parties in Ukraine were too
weak, unrepresentative and unpopular among the people at large. However,
he finally compromised on a mixed system in 1997, after some oligarchic,
quasi-centrist groups supported this alternative.
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Parliamentary elections held in 1998 and 2002 under this system largely
proved that electoral reform had been reasonable and much needed. It
significantly boosted the development of political parties and blocks, and
the electoral competition between them. Despite the fact that more than a
hundred parties are registered in Ukraine and nearly half of them took part in
elections (either in blocks or separately), only seven parties and blocks passed
a 4 percent threshold in 1998, six in 2002, and five in 2006 and 2007
(even though the threshold had then been lowered to 3 percent).

The 1997 electoral reform, however, was undermined by two factors.
First, parties still were not engaged as main actors in coalition-building and
government-making. Second, another half of the parliament, elected from
majoritarian districts, consisted mostly of ‘‘independents,’’ i.e. of local
administrators and businessmen, who were highly vulnerable and susceptible
to the administrative pressure of Kuchma’s ‘‘blackmail state.’’ Moreover, since
the 1997 ‘‘first-past-the-post’’ system did not require an absolute majority (over
50 percent) to win a mandate and did not stipulate a second round to qualify
the absolute winner, candidates could pass through with a mere 10-20 percent
of the votes. This opened an excellent possibility for the authorities to
manipulate the elections.

In 2004, a new electoral law was passed and the 2006 parliamentary
elections were held under a genuinely proportional system. Even more
important, the 2004 constitutional amendments require the political parties
in the parliament to create a governing coalition within three months and to
select the prime minister – under the president’s threat to dissolve the
parliament and to announce new elections if a coalition and government
have not been formed.

Still, a new flaw of the modernized system came to the fore,
perspicaciously mentioned in the PDT hypotheses: since ‘‘all MPs’ mandates
are controlled by the party leadership, accountability to the electoral con-
stituency is blurred.’’ To solve this problem, two measures could be imple-
mented. The first option is to maintain the proportional system, but to make
voters, not party leaders, decide on the ultimate ranking of the party candi-
dates placed on the list. (Such a system is effectively practiced in many
countries, e.g., in Poland: people vote not for ‘‘their’’ party only but also
select ‘‘their’’ preferable candidate from the party list). Second, the mixed
system could be reintroduced, but with the requirement of an absolute
majority of votes to be gained by the winner in a majoritarian district
(i.e., a second round should be provided, if necessary, for two frontrunners
– instead of a murky ‘‘first-past-the-post’’ system).

Rule of law. Absence of the rule of law is the main predicament of
Ukraine’s postcommunist transition. Fareed Zakaria is certainly right that no
consolidated democracy is possible without the firm rule of law. Imitative
democracy in Ukraine, promoted by postcommunist leaders, has naturally
been accompanied by imitative rule of law. Their ‘‘Orange’’ successors,
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unfortunately, did not have a much better idea about the problem. Within a
year and a half, they neither completed nor even initiated any substantial reform
of either the judiciaryor the law-enforcing agencies (except for a rather symbolic
appointment of civilians to head the Ministry of Defense, Security Service and
Ministry of Interior). In fact, only the Ministry of Defense carried out systematic
reforms under NATO auspices, primarily within the Partnership for Peace
cooperation programs. This shortsightedness of the ‘‘Orange’’ leaders not only
discredited their own government and enabled the return of their opponents to
power, but it also left all the mechanisms of semi-institutionalized corruption
and lawlessness virtually untouched. Now, this creates a strong temptation for
theoldguard toemploy theoldpracticesonceagain andposes a serious threat to
Ukraine’s further democratic development.

Contrary to the argument that the concentration of power is related to
who controls the secret service, the Ukrainian version of authoritarianism
relied primarily on tax administration (and the tax police). According to
Keith Darden,2 it was the key element of the ‘‘blackmail state,’’ perfectly
operated by Leonid Kuchma and now taken over by the current premier Viktor
Yanukovych. The blackmail state, as an antipode of the state ruled by law, is
based on three major elements. The first element is omnipresent corruption.
The government tolerates and even encourages it in order to keep everybody
on the hook. The second element is omnipresent surveillance. The
government keeps an eye on all wrongdoings and collects evidences. Then,
at a due moment, the files of kompromat are opened and the disloyal subjects
are punished – quite legally, like Mikhail Khodorkovsky in Russia. Selective
application of the law therefore is the third element of the system.

The Orange leaders put this machine aside but did not dismantle it.
Today it can easily be, and seems to be, recharged by their predecessors-cum-
successors. So far, court decisions do not look politically motivated. Yet, they
look highly arbitrary and purchased by a better price. Even the Supreme Court
and the Constitutional Court are not free of graft. Complete lawlessness,
however, is still partly restrained by the independent mass media that expose
various wrongdoings and insert more transparency in political and economic
processes; partly by the president, who unlike his predecessors, does not
encourage corruption; partly by the international community, whose opinion
does matter even for the governing party in parliament; and partly by oligarchs
themselves, who, in most cases, try to negotiate and compromise. All of these
factors probably make introduction of the rule of law in Ukraine possible, but it
will require political will and coordinated efforts of many political actors.

Federalism. The Ukrainian constitution defines the country as a unitary
state, with a special status for the Autonomous Republic of the Crimea (ARC),
the only region where the ethnic Russians make up the majority (after they
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replaced the indigenous population of the Crimean Tatars deported by Stalin).
The autonomy of the Crimea, which was abolished by the Soviets in 1944, was
reestablished by Kyiv in 1991 in response to Russian separatism in the Crimea
ignited by Moscow. Even though legally the ARC is a territorial autonomy,
without any ethnic denomination, de facto the ARC is fully dominated by
Russians and is perceived as a Russian autonomy within Ukraine – to the great
dissatisfaction of the Tatars who have come back from exile and strive for an
ethno-cultural autonomy for themselves.

The experience of the Crimean autonomy within the unitary Ukraine is
rather ambiguous. On the one hand, there are permanent tensions between
the ARC and the central government in Kyiv, as well as between the Russians
and Tatars in the ARC. This supports a PDT hypothesis that ‘‘ethno-federalism
undermines democracy and promotes inter-ethnic discord’’. Ideally, states
should be unitary, but should ensure the protection of minority rights. On the
other hand, it also fits an important counter-argument that ‘‘ethno-federalism
may be the least bad outcome under conditions where a unitary state would be
unacceptable to minorities and where granting them independence would
promote instability or even war.’’

In fact, in the early 1990s, Kyiv had little choice but to grant a
substantial autonomy to the Crimean nomenklatura to dissuade them from
separatism, neutralize a Moscow lure and avoid a Transnistrian (Moldova), or
Abkhazian (Georgia), or perhaps even a Chechen scenario in Ukraine. This
concession placed the Crimean leaders in a unique position to manipulate
both Kyiv and Moscow and to benefit from both. They clearly appreciated their
gain and have never gone too far in their squabbles with Kyiv since the mid-
1990s, when both the Crimean and the Ukrainian constitutions were approved.
Even in the hottest days of the Orange Revolution, the Crimean bosses, despite
their overt pro-Russian and anti-Orange position, proved reluctant to support
the ‘‘separatists’’ of the Russian-speaking Donbas region. They apparently did
not want to jeopardize the autonomy they already enjoyed – a clear sign that
caused a Ukrainian scholar to conclude: ‘‘Political decentralization in a unitary
state may be employed to accommodate persistent regionalism and, therefore,
successfully defuse separatism.’’3

Actually, all of the tensions between Kyiv and the ARC (or any other
regions) can be attributed to the insufficient development of democracy, rule
of law, and separation of powers rather than to fallaciousness of a federal
system per se. Ukraine consists of diverse regions, and at the same time, it
inherited from the Soviet Union a too centralized administrative system, which
badly hampers the best development of both the regions and the whole
country. All this makes the devolution of power necessary and essential for
further democratization. The problem is that the main political forces – both
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‘‘Orange’’ democrats and ‘‘anti-Orange’’ authoritarians – are ambiguous about
devolution. The democrats tend to exaggerate the secessionist threat and fear
to undermine the national integrity. The authoritarians are reluctant, because
they feel devolution may facilitate further democratization and deprive them of
uncontrolled (mis)appropriation of financial and administrative resources. To
trigger the needed decentralization reform, two prerequisites should be
fulfilled. First, a national – inter-regional and inter-party – dialogue should
be initiated, and the possible models, advantages, and disadvantages of
decentralization should be discussed (probably with special attention to the
Polish experience of administrative reform). Second, the rule of law should be
firmly established and the legal mechanisms should be carefully elaborated
before the reform is launched.

Political Dynamics

Mass mobilization. Ukraine’s experience fully supports the PDT
hypothesis that ‘‘inclusive, peaceful mass protests under communism and
during its demise, and broad popular support for a liberal opposition that
defeats the incumbent illiberal regime can be important to getting democra-
tization started on a strong footing.’’ In 1990-1991, the pro-independence,
anti-communist protests and the popular support for a liberal opposition were
rather limited with respect to regional, ethnic, and social bases, and therefore
they failed to put democratization on a strong footing. At the same time, they
were strong enough to encourage a reformist and opportunist part of the local
nomenklatura to run in the first elections on a ticket supporting sovereignty
and eventually independence, to make situational alliances with democratic
leaders, and to refrain from excessive authoritarian habits for a long period of
time. Moreover, the peaceful mass protests largely established and eventually
strengthened Ukraine’s tradition of peaceful development and of non-violent
resolution of conflicts through negotiations and compromises. Such a
tradition, however informal, is very important in a country where the formal
rules are non-existent, contradictory, or not followed.

On the other hand, it would be exorbitant to expect that mass
upheavals can settle everything and automatically ‘‘guarantee a smooth path
toward consolidated democracy.’’ Countries that have mass uprisings are not
immune from temporary regression – as Ukraine’s post-Orange development
graphically proves (one may also refer to post-1989 backsliding in Slovakia,
Romania, and Bulgaria). In fact, mass uprisings are helpful only in breaking
some political deadlocks, broadening the range of opportunities and freeing
the possibilities for future development which have been blocked by the old
regime. Whether these possibilities are realized, however, depends on other
agents and factors, which we will now discuss.

The role of elites and individual leaders. Ukraine’s major problem is a
lack of universally recognized ‘‘national heroes’’ and authoritative leaders,
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rather than a danger of ‘‘super-presidentialism’’ that presumably might evolve
from (over)fostering some political personalities. The main reason for this is the
uncertain identity of many Ukrainians, split between two different national/
social/civilizational projects – the pro-Russian versus the pro-European, the
Soviet Ukrainian versus the anti-Soviet Ukrainian. The positive side of this split
and fluidity is that it causes all politicians who strive for a national role to
intuitively shift toward the political (and discursive) ‘‘center,’’ to attempt to
monopolize the centrist niche, to temper the rhetoric, and to adopt the image
of a ‘‘moderate’’ politician. A less positive aspect of this resulting vague identity
(and vague political attitudes) is a popular mistrust of newcomers who try to
enter the political scene from ‘‘nowhere,’’ without any ‘‘legitimizing’’ record of
professional service in governmental institutions that allegedly proves their
‘‘centrism.’’ The peculiar conservatism of the Ukrainian populace makes the
political scene rather stable but often stagnant, since the ruling elite and the
opposition represent largely the same pack of cards – communist in the 1990s,
komsomol nowadays – in both political origin and political culture.

Ukrainian society, open since perestroika, has witnessed substantial
but still insufficient change and diversification of the elites. To further facilitate
the process, a number of measures could be implemented. First and foremost,
civil society should be strengthened to become an alternative source of
national leaders, who so far have come mostly from the government. Second,
the attempt of some oligarchic elites to gentrify their basically negative images
should be encouraged and cautiously supported to the extent that they accept
democratic values and rule of law. Third, the system of education should be
more modernized and westernized, with greater attention given to the learning
of foreign languages, primarily English. And fourth, much more friendly
conditions should be created for Ukrainian students educated abroad, who
come back to the home country. Official recognition of foreign diplomas is a
particularly hot issue.

Civil society. The paramount importance of a robust civil society for a
successful democratic transition is conventional wisdom. Ukrainian civil
society was certainly not strong enough to ensure successful transition in
1991, and it is probably not mature enough today to consume properly the
orange fruits it has managed to grow. If civic activity can be measured by
participation in civic organizations, Ukrainians, with an indice of participation
at 0.60 per person, are far behind the average level of the post-communist
countries, which is 0.91, let alone with Western countries, with an indice of
2.39. Still, Ukraine is surprisingly ahead of allegedly more advanced Bulgaria
(which has an indice of 0.350 and Lithuania (with and indice of 0.46).4

Ukrainian civil society, however underdeveloped and immature, has
grown substantially within the last fifteen years, in both quantitative and
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qualitative terms. The greatest change has occurred in its economic structure.
In 1991, the state controlled virtually all resources, making not only NGOs
dependent almost exclusively upon foreign aid, but also making virtually all of
the citizens dependent upon state employment, royalties, pensions, and other
incomes. By 2004, as large-scale privatization occurred, small and middle-size
business developed, and the state largely lost its monopoly on citizens’
employment and income, civil society had become more self-confident and
self-sufficient. The number of NGOs increased manifold, their sphere of
interests expanded substantially, their activity moved far beyond the capital
city, and many of them found local sponsors to supplement international
grants. The main problem with Ukrainian civil society is that it is largely
contained within the pro-European, anti-Soviet part of society, and it scarcely
penetrates the other part, which is largely pro-Russian, anti-European,
and often suspicious about things Western and democratic. In fact, there
are two different societies in Ukraine, with different levels of civic maturity,
mobilization, orientation, and ability and willingness to cooperate.

The media. Independent mass media can be considered as an
important part of civil society. In immature, feckless democracies like Ukraine,
with very weak institutions, dubious rule of law, and uncertain separation of
powers, independent mass media play a crucial role in not only informing but
also maturing society and defending it from the authoritarian tendencies of a
dysfunctional state. In Ukraine, the media freedom unleashed during peres-
troika survived the soft pressure of both the Leonid Kravchuk and the early
Leonid Kuchma regimes, to be seriously challenged in the second Kuchma
period (1999-2004), when the whole strength of the blackmail state was
applied against disobedient media and journalists. Some media were closed,
some domesticated by loyal oligarchs, and some journalists lost their jobs,
health or even their lives. Still, the media landscape was never fully leveled
and uniformed. Independent mass media, however harassed and margin-
alized, proved to have impressive resilience, keeping on to disseminate
uncensored information within society. Even in the worst months of 2004,
when the old regime became desperate, the opposition still had access not
only to vibrant internet outlets, but also to large circulation newspapers, to
some FM-stations, and even to one cable TV channel. Moreover, in the very
first days of the Orange Revolution, a great majority of journalists, including
those from the major TV channels, refused to serve the regime and forced the
media owners to accept the standards of unbiased reporting – which have
remained basically unquestioned since then.

All of this resulted from the strength of a society that had some civil
traditions, at least in Central and Western Ukraine. Polarization and fragmenta-
tion of the Ukrainian elite was also of paramount importance, since it effectively
hindered the consolidation of presidential autocracy by creating an
informal system of checks and balances. Today, after the constitutional reform
and getting a president and a primeminister fromopposite camps,Ukraine has a
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good chance to effectively institutionalize the division of powers and to make it
work.

In sum, there are three major factors that support good prospects for
independent mass media in Ukraine and hence for further democratization of
the country. First, a relatively strong civil society, with an important tradition of
anti-authoritarian resistance, establishes some limits and informal rules of
behavior for the journalists, media owners and political authorities. Second,
the diverse interests of (mostly oligarchic) media owners and the growing
profitability of major media make owners very wary of sacrificing their
businesses for dubious political gains. Third, there is an international demo-
cratic community, which carefully watches developments in Ukraine, and
there is a global informational space, of which Ukraine is a part.

‘‘Support for professional associations and training for investigative
reporting on the local level,’’ as PDT suggests, is really ‘‘one of the best ways for
external actors to contribute to long-term consolidation of democracy.’’ The
professional level of Ukrainian journalists, indeed, lags behind international
standards, and corruption is noticeable in this realm as elsewhere. In the
periphery of Ukraine, especially in the areas controlled by the authoritarian
Party of Regions, media freedom is still insecure, and journalists are still
harassed, although there are many signs that the old guard now prefers
bribery over coercion.

Sequencing: Clean Break vs. Gradualism. Ukraine had no chances for
a clean break from the past in 1991, and it wasted a problematic chance for
such a break in the aftermath of the 2004 Orange Revolution. Ukrainian
reformers failed to use a short period of ‘‘extraordinary politics’’ to push
through change rapidly. Even though the experience of some countries shows
that such a radical break is not necessary for successful democratic transition,
in the case of Ukraine it was badly needed because the country had to
overcome not only a totalitarian but also a colonial legacy. Here, the
preservation of the old regime (albeit slightly modified and ‘‘democratized’’
on the surface) meant not only preservation of a dubious political culture, but
also of dubious political loyalty; this was especially harmful with respect to the
security services.

So far, all the attempts to de-Sovietize the country have been strongly
resisted by a substantial Sovietphile part of Ukrainian society, led by local
communists and supported by Moscow. Their ability to effectively mobilize
people against democratic forces and democratic reforms largely comes from
their successful propagandistic identification of the democratic agenda with
the (Ukrainian) ‘‘nationalistic’’ one, and from a similar rhetorical fusion of
de-Sovietization with de-Russification. The ultimate success of the democratic
transition largely depends on the ability of democratic leaders to decouple in
people’s minds the demand for de-Sovietization from de-Russification, and
thus to discharge a powerful source of Sovietophile and Russian nationalistic
mobilization.
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Historical, Cultural and Societal Factors

Prior democratic and state experience. Ukrainians typically deny the
frequent foreign claim that they are a ‘‘nowhere nation,’’5 with little if
any democratic and state experience. They usually refer to the short-lived
Ukrainian People’s Republic (1917-1921), which was very shaky but
undoubtedly democratic, and to a more stable and persistent Cossack
state – the Hetmanate (1654-1776), which enjoyed a substantial autonomy
under a Moscow protectorate after its secession from the Rzeczpospolita or
Commonwealth, the Polish-Lithuanian aristocratic republic. Despite the
violent secession, the Hetmanate inherited and preserved all the institutional
design of the Commonwealth, including judiciary, finances, system of
education, and election of rulers and of local self-government – all things
unimaginable at the time in Muscovy.

This remote experience of democracy and statehood may have little
actual influence on Ukraine’s future development. Yet, its imaginary,
symbolical meaning is extraordinary. The Ukrainian national project is clearly
articulated as ‘‘European’’ and ‘‘democratic’’; this peculiar history is required to
prove Ukraine’s imaginary ‘‘Europeanness,’’ and the semi-real, semi-invented
democratic tradition is invoked to legitimize the whole project. Fareed Zakaria
is certainly right that a shared history with Western Europe helps to explain
which countries in Central and Eastern Europe have developed best. One can
make, however, a minor amendment to this conclusion: a shared history
need not necessarily be real. In some cases, it can be imagined, invented, or
largely exaggerated – like Ukraine’s shared history with the West within the
Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth (in the 14-18th centuries) and within the
Hapsburg Empire (late 18th-early 20th centuries).

By the same token, however, an alternative tradition can be invented
and promoted – the tradition of Ukraine’s primordial belonging to the Russian
civilization (and Russian sphere of influence) and the implicit tradition of
hostility to the West and its values (including democracy, human rights,
rule of law, etc.). Such a tradition also has deep roots in Ukraine and, being
supported by a substantial part of the population, makes Ukraine’s democratic
transition much more complex and controversial than the transition of the
postcommunist states of East/Central Europe or even of the Balkans.

Still, there is one more important, albeit less recognized, experience
that has a rather positive impact on Ukraine’s democratic development.
Paradoxically, it is the experience of the Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic –
a quasi-statewith virtually no sovereigntywithin the Soviet quasi-federation, but
with many symbols and institutions of a real state, including clearly defined
borders, a republican parliament and government, and even a seat in the
United Nations. Its seventy-year long existence facilitated the emergence of
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an ‘‘imagined community’’ on Ukrainian territory and helped to make Ukraine’s
transition, however difficult and contradictory, basically non-violent.

Finally, we should mention one more paradoxical element of the
Soviet legacy that substantially influenced the subsequent democratic
transition or, at least, transitional rhetoric. It was a set of basic democratic
(albeit not liberal) ideas and principles immanent to the communist ideology.
It is another matter how the communists interpreted and practically applied
those principles. Yet, on the discursive level, they deeply embedded in public
consciousness the idea that power should be from the people, by the people
and for the people; the ideas of equal rights, popular sovereignty, general
elections, and constitutional arrangements. It was primarily these ideas that the
Soviet communists had allegedly betrayed and that the critics of Soviet
totalitarianism tried to revive during perestroika and its aftermath.6 So, when
the Soviet Union collapsed, democracy was the only game in town. All of the
post-Soviet regimes, even the most authoritarian, have not questioned the
democratic system as such. Rather, they have tried to smuggle authoritarianism
in under the guise of a ‘‘sovereign democracy,’’ ‘‘managed democracy,’’
‘‘fledgling democracy’’ and so on. Still, playing or, rather, imitating a
‘‘democratic’’ game, they expose themselves to reasonable criticism, both
national and international, of the violation of their own, would-be democratic,
principles. As a result, the discursive fighting in both Ukraine and elsewhere is
not about the validity/invalidity of democracy but, rather, about its national/
regional peculiarities, applicability, and acceptable forms and limits.

Political culture. As a country that consists of versatile regions, with
distinct historical/civilizational backgrounds, Ukraine represents an excellent
proof that political culture does matter and that a country’s point of arrival, as
the path-dependence theory claims, largely depends on its point of departure.
Traditionally, Ukraine had been viewed in the West through Russian lenses.
This heavily biased imperial view had been internationally accepted, while
Ukrainian counter-discourse had been effectively silenced or marginalized as a
sort of nationalistic partisanship. Even though Ukraine emerged on political
maps in 1991, Westerners still have a problem with placing it properly on their
mental maps. The main and the most harmful stereotype about Ukraine is that
the country is something like Russia, a late offshoot of the allegedly thousand
year old ‘‘Russian state.’’

In actuality, modern Ukraine is as new an entity as modern Russia; both
of them are related to the medieval state of Kyivan Rus, roughly as modern
Italy, France, or Romania are related to ancient Rome. When the Kyivan Rus
state collapsed in the mid-13th century under the Mongol invasion, its eastern
part went under the Golden Horde protectorate and evolved eventually into
the Moscow Tsardom, while the western part was absorbed by Poland and
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Lithuania, to become eventually Ukraine and Belarus. In terms of political
culture, the pre-Petrine Russia and Ukraine were nearly as different as
their political masters, i.e., the Golden Horde and the Polish-Lithuanian
Commonwealth.

In subsequent centuries, all these differences were blurred, but they
still resurface defiantly on Ukraine’s political map during each election and in
every opinion survey. The longer a region was exposed to non-Russian/non-
Soviet rule and Western influences, the more pro-Western, pro-democratic
and anti-Soviet it is today. In 1990-1991, the pro-democratic, anti-communist
vote was concentrated primarily in the western, least Sovietized/Russified part
of the country, which was incorporated into the USSR only after the Second
World War. The capital city of Kyiv also largely followed this pattern, due to its
capital status and its advanced cultural, educational and economic level.

Within a decade, the mass support for pro-democratic forces
expanded eastward to cover the whole Central Ukraine, i.e., the territories
of the historical Rzeczpospolita that were incorporated into the Russian Empire
only in the last quarter of the 18th century. These changes can probably be
attributed to the post-Soviet openness of the country, renewed system of
education, expanded and diversified information flow, diffusion effects of the
reforms in the neighboring East/Central European countries, large-scale
privatization and post-1999 economic revival, and so on. All these factors
contributed to the emergence of the new political culture in Central Ukraine
(or regeneration of the old). However, nothing of the sort happened in the
south or the east. The same factors seem to have a different impact on different
regions, because they interact there with different political cultures (and, more
broadly, different civilizational legacies), unearthed from the decades of
Sovietism. The main problem with the Ukrainian south and east is that these
territories (a ‘‘wild steppe’’ colonized only in the 19th century) had never been
ruled from any center other than Moscow and St. Petersburg, and never
exposed directly to any other political and cultural influences than Russian-
imperial and Russian-Soviet. Today, they are still exposed to Moscow rather
than to Kyiv’s influences via mass media, cultural flow and the predominance
of Russian as the language of communication.

All of this makes democratization prospects in the south and east
highly problematic – even though, from the point of view of ‘‘modernization
theory,’’ these regions should have been more advanced in civic terms due to
the higher level of urbanization and industrialization. This does not mean, of
course, that democracy is firmly entrenched in the west and center. There are
serious differences in political culture between more advanced cities and
backwards provinces and between different social and ethnic groups;
moreover, one may find a lot of confusion and contradiction, even in each
person’s mind. Sometimes it may look like political schizophrenia, since
people with an ‘‘ambivalent consciousness’’ tend to support simultaneously
very different, often incompatible, values, principles, and attitudes. And, of
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course, they have problems engaging in coherent and consistent political
actions beyond the process of voting.

Nevertheless, the political culture in the west and the center is
essentially European and democratic, albeit in the Polish rather than the
British style. In the south and east, however, the democratization agenda
has always been compromised by being perceived as a Western, ‘‘imperialistic’’
plot devised to weaken and subjugate ‘‘us.’’ Today, it is also represented as a
West Ukrainian ‘‘nationalistic’’ plot, with the same secret sinister goal.

To decouple democracy from (West) Ukrainian nationalism and global
(American) imperialism in people’s minds might not be an easy task, regarding
the peculiar civilizational background of the south and east and an extensive
anti-Western brainwashing from Moscow TV, print media, and pop-culture.
Political culture cannot be changed rapidly, but it can be influenced gradually;
to do so we should encourage civic nationalism and civic participation in the
Ukrainian south and east. This will be possible only with strong institutions
and the firm rule of law.

Social structure and educational levels. In Ukraine, as elsewhere, a
strong correlation exists between the level of education and the civic behavior
of the people, including voting support for the democratic parties, NGO
membership, resistive capacity against propagandistic manipulations, and so
on. Despite the deep economic decline of the 1990s, Ukraine retained a rather
high level of education, and it still stands on a par with the developed countries
in numbers of students and specialists. Sociological data reveal that education
of children is the second largest investment Ukrainians make after housing.
Since 1991, the number of students has been growing slowly but steadily, by
2006 approaching 120 percent of the 1991 level. More importantly, the
curricula have been substantially modernized, de-ideologized, and diversified.
Private schools and international fellowships have enhanced competition,
improved quality of education, and limited corruption (even though it is still
noticeable). In both 1990-1991 and 2001-2004, students played a major role in
the democratic upheavals. Within the decade, however, two important
changes occurred. First, student activity expanded beyond the traditional
democratic strongholds of Kyiv and Western Ukraine. Second, by the early
2000s a sizeable new social group had entered the political scene – a
bourgeoisie: people who either manage their own business or are employed
in a private sector and therefore are less dependent on the state and less
inclined to a paternalistic mentality.

At the same time, the decline of the outdated Soviet heavy industry
resulted in the decline of the social role of the working class that in the 1990s
had been both the occasional ally and the occasional foe of democratic forces.
The post-communist rulers had discouraged development of independent
trade-unions, favoring the old and obedient Soviet trade-union bosses. This
undermined the role of workers and their ability to pursue their own agenda,
independently from or in opposition to the authorities. However, the major
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impediment for Ukraine’s development remains unreformed agriculture. Year
by year, the parliament has postponed decisions on privatization and the sale
and re-sale of agricultural land. If it finally occurs, democracy may be
jeopardized, in the short term, by the growing populist movements, but in
the long run, it will certainly be strengthened by a growing middle class vote.

The importance of a middle class/bourgeoisie. It is widely believed in
Ukraine that the Orange Revolution was primarily a bourgeois revolution
aimed against an oligarchic quasi-federalism. Even though it has not fully
delivered upon its promises, it marked graphically the emergence of a new
class and a new political force.

Moreover, for the first time in recent Ukrainian history, the western
regions played a subsidiary role in democratic protests, ceding the lead to
central Ukraine and specifically to the capital city of Kyiv. For an ethno-
culturally divided country, this is of paramount importance. Kyiv is a
predominantly Russian-speaking city, but at the same time it is the city with
the highest economic development, social dynamics, cultural and educational
level, and other factors that facilitate civic rather than ethnic nationalism. Kyiv
provides a good example of Russian/Ukrainian, Russophone/Ukrainophone
co-existence and proves that de-Sovietization can be gradually accomplished
without (the mythical threat of) de-Russification. Kyiv also seems to give an
answer to the question of why Ukraine, unlike Serbia or Georgia, needs a
strong middle class to succeed; Ukraine, unlike Serbia or Georgia, is ethnically
and culturally heterogeneous. Thus, it is primarily the middle class, relatively
prosperous and educated, where different identities and loyalties may be
reconciled and become united in a common civic identity and loyalty. Still,
there are too many impoverished people in the country, and, what is most
dangerous, the difference of incomes between the poorest and the richest
greatly exceeds the similar disparities in the developed countries.

Ethnicity and religion. Ukraine’s experience fully confirms the PDT
hypothesis that the presence of unresolved ethnic or religion-based conflicts
provides fertile ground for various manipulations of the electorate and can
strongly undercut democratization. The former Ukrainian president, Leonid
Kuchma, had been extremely skillful in all of these manipulations throughout
nearly a decade, playing the role of peacekeeper, a mediator between ‘‘east’’
and ‘‘west,’’ ‘‘left’’ and ‘‘right,’’ ‘‘Russophones’’ and ‘‘Ukrainophones,’’ Russians
and Ukrainians, etc.

It seems that the Orange Revolution swept away the quasi-centrist
mediators, so that Ukraine looks today more polarized and potentially divided
than ever before. This may lead to even deeper polarization and the ultimate
split of the country, but also may force the Orange and anti-Orange leaders to
negotiate directly, without dubious intermediaries, and to institutionalize the
diversity of the country in a mutually acceptable way. Certainly, rule of law
should be introduced first, since it is a lack of legal, highly formalized
mechanisms for conflict resolution that creates a demand for informal
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mediators and manipulative intermediaries. A compromise is not easy to
achieve, since Ukraine’s main domestic controversy is not about ethnicity,
language, or regional issues, as many observers believe. The controversy is
primarily about values and about the national identity as a value-based attitude
toward the past and the future and towards ‘‘us’’ and ‘‘them.’’ It looks barely
possible to find any compromise between democratic and authoritarian, anti-
Soviet and Soviet.

But the Ukrainian ‘‘Orangists’’ have an advantage. Their opponents do
not deny democratic values openly. So the task is to force, to persuade, to
make them play by the rules which they formally recognize. It certainly would
not be easy to do it given their profound authoritarian habits and intrinsic
disgust for all things liberal and democratic. But their ‘‘Orange’’ rivals,
Ukrainian society at large, and the international community can probably
find proper arguments and incentives to make the compromise viable, not just
declarative.

The democrats certainly should make some concessions–in form, in
rhetoric, and perhaps in tactics. The language issue is one at stake. The best
solution seems to be to accept the official status of both Ukrainian and Russian
in the south and the east but, at the same time to introduce very strict rules and
precise mechanisms of functioning bilingualism that would prevent the
ongoing de-facto elimination of Ukrainian and would ensure the official usage
of Russian alongside Ukrainian, but not instead of it, as the Soviet pseudo-
bilingualism implied. Such a solution would send an important signal about
the commitment of the Ukrainian democrats to liberal values and, at the same
time, would strip their opponents of a strong propagandistic tool. It may
diminish the ‘‘nationalistic’’ image of the democrats in the south and east and
help to decouple, in people’s minds, the democratic agenda from the
‘‘nationalistic’’ one. Certainly, firm rule of law should be introduced first, to
make any further agreements and compromises workable. But this might be
another incentive for the Party of Regions to get engaged in the process to start
playing by the rules – as happened with similar parties in Poland, Lithuania and
some other postcommunist states.

As to church and religion issues, they play a relatively minor role in
Ukrainian public life, partly because of the high level of secularization of
Ukrainian society (except for the Western Ukraine) which was the result of
Soviet rule, and partly because of a plurality of denominations that does not
allow unscrupulous politicians to benefit clearly from privileging some church
(or churches) as ‘‘traditional,’’ ‘‘national,’’ ‘‘canonical,’’ and so on. The church
in Ukraine has never been étatized like it has been in Russia, and this makes
the Ukrainian tradition of Eastern Christianity substantially different. In the
Rzeczpospolita and in the Hapsburg Empire, the church was an institution of
civil society rather than of the state. Basically, all the churches play a rather
positive role in Ukraine today, supporting tolerance and openness, and
avoiding direct involvement in politics. The only important exception is the
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Orthodox Church of the Moscow Patriarchate, which adopted a highly intol-
erant stance vis-à-vis other churches (and their believers), raising monopolistic
claims for the so-called ‘‘canonic territory’’ in Ukraine, which is allegedly
‘‘theirs’’; avoiding any dialogue with what they believe are ‘‘schismatics’’; and
promoting Russian imperial ideology and politics, in close cooperation with
pro-Russian parties and forces. Again, in the absence of rule of law, it is very
difficult to clearly separate the church from the state and religion from politics.

The Political Economy of Transformation

Economic liberalization. Ukraine’s development throughout the 1990s
fully supports the PDT hypothesis that ‘‘economic reforms are not of them-
selves sufficient to ensure democracy’s success,’’ but they introduce ‘‘some
degree of private ownership, entrepreneurship, and individual wealth’’ that
facilitate the development of ‘‘free media, a vigorous civil society and other
underpinnings of democracy’’. Indeed, privatization and the introduction of a
market economy in Ukraine increased pluralism, although they did not reduce
the extent of corruption.

The reasons for this were weak rule of law and low institutional
capacity and transparency; these allowed informal institutions of corruption
and organized crime to substitute for the lack of formal ones. This kind of
economic liberalization indeed undermines democracy, to the extent that it
undermines legitimacy. Still, in the long run, its positive consequences pre-
vailed – with the emergence of the middle class and small bourgeoisie and
their spectacular resurfacing during the Orange Revolution. None of the
Ukrainian governments have dared to cut social services dramatically for
the sake of laissez-faire reforms, and, it seems, they would not dare to do so in
the foreseeable future, due to both the socialist state tradition, deeply
embedded in people’s minds, and the examples of the EU welfare states.
This greatly complicates the process of economic reforms, but it also limits the
space for populist demagoguery and prevents social upheavals that might fully
derail democratic development.

It is highly important to carry out the prospective privatization of
agricultural land in the most fair and transparent way, with all of the legal
mechanisms installed in advance, to avoid mass disappointment in the state
institutions, rule of law, and democratic principles which have developed so
painfully in the past fewyears. Both society at large and international institutions
(primarily financial) should pay special attention to this seminal event.

Level and type of economic development. Michael McFaul’s argument
that ‘‘the state of the economic development is not essential to the success of
democratic breakthroughs’’7 might be applicable to the countries where the
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rule of law preceded economic liberalization and where privatization
had been completed more or less fairly. In Ukraine, however, economic
improvement was needed to prove some palpable fruits of otherwise dubious
economic reforms and to counterbalance their delegitimizing effect on
political changes in general (including democratization).

Ukraine is lucky enough not to have substantial oil and gas reserves
that can be easily controlled by the state and may impede its democratization
and protect an authoritarian government from international pressure. Yet,
Ukraine has a crucial energy transportation system, which has been the major
source of large-scale corruption. Experts estimate that virtually all Ukrainian
oligarchs made their fortunes primarily in the trade in energy, including the
national coal and metal industry (concentrated in the east), which is heavily
subsidized by the state.

Rampant corruption not only devastates the economy but also
de-legitimizes all formal procedures and institutions and undermines
democracy, by associating it with institutional fecklessness and moral decline.
It is certainly Ukranian society itself that must take primary care of the rule of
law. But Western governments and institutions should not pretend that it is
merely an internal affair. The massive pillage of assets in post-Soviet states
would have hardly been possible without the complicity of Western banks and
the silent blessing of Western governments.

External Players and Influences

General. Ukraine is often described as a country ‘‘between East
and West,’’ where the ‘‘West’’ means today primarily the Euro-Atlantic
community of the EU and NATO members, whereas the ‘‘East’’ means
primarily Russia. This location ‘‘in between’’ signifies not only different,
often opposite, external cultural and political influences but also internal
susceptibility to these influences. Since Ukraine is a country with a
largely unstable, divided identity (pro-European versus pro-Russia), any
external influence is likely to evoke different reactions in different parts of
society.

Like Turkey, Ukraine can be understood as a battlefield of two
opposite forces, two systems of values and geopolitical orientations. In
the case of Turkey, it is Islamism that challenges the values of Europe.
In the case of Ukraine, it is Russian imperialism that tries to hijack the
vulnerable neighbor. None of the forces that challenge the West in Ukraine
and Turkey (and elsewhere on Europe’s outskirts) are supportive of
democracy, liberalism, and human rights. There is little surprise that
Russia supports authoritarian forces and tendencies in Ukraine, whereas
the West promotes democracy. So far, the West seems to be winning the
contest, even though Russia’s policy vis-à-vis Ukraine is much more
coherent and assertive than the West’s. Domestic factors mediate the
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external influences in a way that has drawn Ukraine, however slowly and
inconsistently, westward.

Proximity to Western Europe or to successful Central and Eastern
European neighbors. Ukraine’s proximity to the West results in a diffusion
effect which, in particular, means that the West, even without any strategy,
will, or significant efforts, makes a serious impact on Ukraine’s development –
merely by its presence, the shared experience, and its alluring example. Steven
Levitsky and Lucan Way have disaggregated Western influence into two
dimensions: linkage and leverage.8 Linkage, in their view, includes geographic
proximity, economic integration, military alliances, flows of international
assistance, international media penetration, ties to international NGOs and
other transnational networks, and networks of elites employed by multilateral
institutions and/or educated in Western universities. Leverage is the ability of
Western governments and international bodies to influence non-democratic
regimes, which are certainly more compliant if they depend on the West
economically or militarily.

Levitsky and Way contend that Ukraine has a rather limited linkage to
the West, and the West a rather limited leverage over Ukraine. This might be
true (if compared with the East Central European countries), but the general
tendency should also be appreciated: within the last fifteen years, Ukraine
has strengthened its linkages to the West in multiple ways, and the West has
achieved stronger leverage over Ukraine (and Ukrainian oligarchs), primar-
ily by economic means. This development might have been even stronger
had it not been counterbalanced by Russia, or if the West had dared to
pursue a more assertive policy towards Ukraine. In fact there are only two
Western countries that have some sort of proactive Ukrainian policy – Poland
and the United States. Poland, however, is not strong enough to tackle
this issue alone, while the United States is preoccupied with what it
believes to be higher priority issues in regions which are strategically more
important.

The European Union. So far, the EU has pursued a ‘‘Russia first’’ policy
in the east, treating Ukraine as a not-quite-sovereign state and instead as a
Russian ‘‘backyard,’’ a legitimate Russian sphere of influence (something like
Taiwan vis-à-vis Greater China). This is never pronounced openly due to
obvious diplomatic subtleties, but the persistent refusal of the EU to treat
Ukraine like Bulgaria, Turkey or the Western Balkans, and to confirm unequi-
vocally that Ukraine has the same right to EU membership as any other
European country that meets the standard criteria, suggests clearly that
Ukraine is different. The only substantial difference between Ukraine and
the Balkan states, let alone Turkey, is Ukraine’s alleged ‘‘Russianness.’’ Indeed,
a former French president, Giscard d’ Estaing, put it clearly in 2005: ‘‘A part of
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Ukraine has, indeed, a European character – these are the lands that had
belonged to Poland and, earlier, to the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. But
the territories behind the Dniper River and those to the south have a Russian
character. Those lands cannot belong to the European Union as long as Russia
is not admitted to the EU.’’9

It is very unlikely that the EU will change its approach in the foresee-
able future – in view of enlargement fatigue, on the one hand, and growing
dependence on Russian gas and oil, on the other. Of course, an encouraging
signal, if it had been sent after the Orange Revolution, would have probably
strengthened Ukraine’s European identity, encouraged reforms of the state
institutions and rule of law, consolidated democracy, and discouraged the
Kremlin hawks from an overly assertive policy vis-à-vis Ukraine. Nothing of
the sort has happened, alas, and will not happen until Ukraine dissuades, by
words and deeds, the stereotype of its ‘‘semi-Russianness’’ in the eyes of the
old EU members, and until the new members from East Central Europe and the
Baltic, which have a more realistic view of Ukraine and Russia, gain more
influence in the European Union.

For the time being, Ukraine should use the available mechanisms of
cooperation with the EU, primarily Action Plans (AP) elaborated within the
European Neighborhood Policy (ENP), to create a free trade area with the EU,
to set visa facilitation for Ukrainian citizens in exchange for lifted visa
requirements for EU nationals, to intensify the flow of tourists and students,
cultural, and educational programs, and to negotiate possibilities of legal
employment for Ukrainian guest workers. On its side, the EU should primarily
focus, within the AP, on institutional reforms in Ukraine, fighting corruption,
and strengthening the rule of law.

NATO. In contrast to the EU, NATO has declared an open door policy in
regards toUkraine, i.e., readiness to acceptUkraine when it is able and willing to
join. Ironically, NATO membership is much less popular in Ukraine than
accession to the EU, which keeps its door closed. The image of NATO began
to deteriorate in 1999, during bombardments of Yugoslavia, and further fell after
the U.S. invasion of Iraq, even though NATO, as an institution had nothing to
with the latter affair. Another irony is that Ukraine’s cooperation with NATO,
primarily within the Partnership for Peace (PFP) program, has been very
successful and substantially contributed to gradual Westernization of the
top Ukrainian military staff and the ongoing modernization of the army. Yet,
expectations that PfP would be upgraded to the Membership Action Plan
faded in 2006, after the Party of Regions and the leftists overplayed the
issue of NATO membership in their fight with the Orange government. Now,
Ukraine has to temper its NATO ambitions to avoid further polarization
within society. Still, both the Orange and the anti-Orange forces agree that
cooperation with NATO should be strengthened. This bodes well for further
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institutional reforms, specifically in the army, that would ultimately facilitate
democratization.

International financial institutions. Ukraine has cooperated with
international financial institutions (IMF, WB, ERBD) since the mid-1990s.
The main result of this cooperation has been financial stabilization and
enhanced effectiveness of the banking system (one of the most advanced
businesses in the country, attracting substantial foreign investments in recent
years). In 2001, Ukraine joined Financial Action Task Force (FATF) and
adopted important laws against money laundering. Still, the general impact
of these institutions on curbing corruption is rather limited.

Other international organizations and NGOs. Of all the international
organizations, the Organization on Security and Cooperation in Europe
(OSCE) has had the longest presence in Ukraine, as well as in other former
Soviet republics. Its role, however, has been badly curtailed in past years by
Russia’s defiantly non-cooperative position. Since all of the decisions in the
OSCE are made by consensus, Russia effectively uses its votes to torpedo any
democratizing efforts in what Russia believes to be its sphere of influence, and
to silence any criticism of friendly post-Soviet authoritarian regimes in the
region.

The Council of Europe (COE) seems to be a more effective institution
in promoting democracy and the rule of law. At least the CoE can force its
members to adopt some unpopular decisions (like abolishment of the death
penalty). The European Court can also be an important instrument of human
rights protection in fledgling European democracies like Ukraine. Finally, a
great number of foreign and international NGOs that operate in Ukraine
contribute substantially to democratization of the county, primarily by foster-
ing civil society, promoting civic education, and encouraging civic activity.
Ukrainian law on civic organizations is not as draconian as Russian law, but it
still can be improved to make the environment friendlier. The engagement
of small foreign NGOs on the level of twin cities relation or specific projects
with concrete Ukrainian partners is a very promising trend that should be
encouraged.

Conclusions

In sum, there are two priorities that can decisively influence
democratization processes both in Ukraine and elsewhere. First, the rule
of law, the sine qua non of any democratization, should be achieved by the
joint efforts of all the national and international actors who have stakes in
Ukraine’s democratization. Second, there should be a strong commitment to
democratic values and principles by Western countries themselves, along
with a careful avoidance of incoherencies and inconsistencies which can be
interpreted as double standards and used by authoritarian politicians to
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compromise democracy as one more perfidious ploy of the hypocritical
West.

Ukraine’s development largely has confirmed all of the PDT hypotheses
regarding the factors that facilitate or hinder post-communist democratic
transition. Moreover, since Ukraine consists of distinct regions with very
different cultural and historical backgrounds, some hypotheses can be checked
graphically on the regional level, e.g., the regions that had a substantial historical
experiencewithWesternization andhad somecivil traditions todaydemonstrate
much stronger support for democratic changes and a much stronger and mature
civil society.

This makes any uniform policy of reform and democratization in
Ukraine highly problematic. In cultural and historical terms, the western
part of the country is a part of East Central Europe and can be compared to
Poland, Slovakia, and Lithuania. The southern and eastern part of Ukraine is
proximate though not identical to Russia. One may argue that Ukraine would
probably have evolved like Romania or Bulgaria if, back in 1994 after
the peaceful electoral turnover, it had received the same incentives and
guardianship from the West, primarily in regard to the prospect of EU
membership. The fact is that in the first half of the 1990s, Ukraine stood a
bit higher in the Freedom House rankings than all of the Balkan states. Even
more certainly, Ukraine would have embarked on radical changes in 2005,
after the Orange Revolution, if it was not left out in the cold, but given some
encouraging signals from the EU at least like those given to the Western
Balkans. Of all the European countries, however, only Poland pursues a
coherent and comprehensive policy vis-à-vis Ukraine, promoting its own
experience of post-communist transformation and supporting development
of various sectors of civil society.

There are two major factors that make the Ukrainian situation
substantially different from most other the postcommunist states. First, its
rather weak and divided national identity highly complicates implementing
any reform-oriented policy, since it not only provokes social tensions
(unavoidable in any society) but also translates these tensions along ethnic,
cultural, and regional lines. Second, Ukraine is exposed to very strong
multi-faceted Russian influence and, unlike any other postcommunist nation,
has a major part of its population which is highly susceptible to this
pressure. This means that the transition experience of East Central European
‘‘front-runners’’ should be adjusted to Ukrainian peculiarities, at least in two
respects. First, distinct cultural, ethnic and regional identities should be taken
intoaccount as anadditional sourceofmass anti-reformmobilization, oftenused
by retrograde, anti-Western and anti-democratic forces. Second, assertive
Russian policy vis-à-vis Ukraine should be effectively counterbalanced by
the West to level the playing field and make the play fair. While the first task
is to be solved primarily by Ukrainians themselves, the second task requires
concentrated efforts from Western governments and international institutions.
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This refers primarily to the EU, which at the moment apparently cannot obligate
itself with any promises to Ukraine, but which nevertheless should
make a clear political declaration in regard to membership for Ukraine
in case it meets the necessary criteria.
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